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Since the shortest trip to Earth Wiki There are multiple factions in the game, each has its own surrender, the specifics of dealing with them, as well as the sector(s) they are more common withim Rat Empire[edit | edit source] This is the faction that formally owns sector 1, | Their ship serves as head of Sector 1, guarding the door. Rats
such as kinetic weapons such as incendiary cannons and gatling cannons, althrough lasers are also used. Their ships are often equipped with low-roller modules, so they do not pose a major threat even to starting a ship without a lot of spent fate points. On top of that, they always seek bribes or taxes from players and will gladly avoid a
fight if a player pays, given the quality of their boats might be better just to destroy them in combat if you can. Bribery and the rule of the strong and rich are common in the rat empire. Substandard equipment is a favorite because their production owners simply brib the generals of rats to buy this garbage. It's also known that rats have an
enemy, but it's not known who it is. Pirates[| editing source] Pirates are very common in Sector 2, and their fleet serves as the boss for this. Pirates like to send tenants, however futile it may be. Their actual weaponry is weak and outdated, but they can use everything they can get a hand on, so be careful for surprises (such as nukes) and
always keep the point of defense online. Earth Alliance[| source editing] This is the faction to which the player's ship officially belongs. He's at war with the Squid, because the player's mission somehow went wrong years ago. Earth's forces have presense in sectors 3 and 7. In sectors 3 and 8-9, they control the ability to exit through
warpgate, and you must complete the sector's mission before you can get out. Sector 3 is represented with the local observatory/scientific station and the numerical refuelling point throughout the sector. The station was deprived of its fleet and resources as the war began, eventually forcing AI to freeze the entire crew. After the player
helps re-collect some resources (750 metal), the crew is thawed, and some join the player. Sector 7 has Ground Forces that bring together many traders to use, as well as the installation of free fuel-filling poles and the lack of enemies. The sectors 7-9 exits are actually warpship that Earth uses to put players in the necessary sector. Thus,
sectors 8 and 9 require the completion of the mission before the player can use this output. Terran technology is not a bad start, however it is weaker than the many different biotech modules that the player will find later. Insectoid alliance[edit | edit source] This group generally has a neutral position to earth. However, many insectoids
have questionable claims that require players to keep themselves from attacking the player. In addition, after the Earth's meeting with Spidera, the Insectoid Alliance blamed the Earth for a possible connection to which has taken away several insectoid queens. Of course, there was no evidence of this relationship, so the only The act
against Earth is sending one ship that destroys the planet to destroy the Earth itself - stopping it is an objective and bossy fight of Sector 10. Many insectoids can be found as mercenaries or merchants. Their biotechnology are modules of decent quality, and the insectoids themselves are often well skilled. It is known that an alliance was
formed to defeat Spiderau, but even with all the united forces, Spideraa could not be destroyed, only forced to withdraw. Still, it shows that the alliance possesses some military power. Their planet's ship is perhaps the most prominent example of their power, although it is not known how easily they can build ships like this. Squid
empire[edit source] Led by a mad emperor player who had previously tried - and failed - to negotiate with, the Squid empire first shows properly in Sector 6, but the first squid hunter serves as an optional boss in Sector 3 (escaping from him is impossible, but avoiding encounters entirely can be done). The player fights against the emperor
himself in his squid Dreadnougt as the main search (read: boss) of sector 9. Squid vessels prefer raygun weapons - all are blocked by a shield, but ordinary squid fighetr has 2 EMP rayguns along the witth 2 anti-neighboring, meaning that relying solely on the shield won't work for long. Heavier squid ships can carry nukes, some also have
poisonous miniguns. Squid are said to use stealth technology, so it's best to get stealth decryptors or sensors that have innate stealth decryption. The squid clearly have a very harsh military policy, interrogating and then killing the crew of any ship they see on their territory. The emperor of the squid, before his death, was clearly mad from
a human perspective, and it is not known if he was considered healthy for other squid. Slave clans[] edit the source] Although they could be seen as part of the Pirates group, slaves are especially imfamous for doing exactly what their collective name suggests. Their ships are often much better armed, because unlike normal pirates they
clearly have access to material goods - instead they hunt live cargo. Expect average and above weapons, and non-weak tenants. Slaveowners serve as head of Sector 5. Slaveowners have such a bad reputation, even ships fear them. That's why every ship that has its crew formally lost triggers self-destruct - the deadman switch at least
saves the AI and the crew (it might be incapacitated and bleeding, but not yet quite dead) from a fate worse than death. Spideraa[| edit source] Strong older race, Spideraa still lurking in certain parts of the galaxy, hunting other creatures without looking sensitive. They're hard to find, and people don't mostly look for them, for fear of
becoming their next prey. Spideraa possess extra advanced technology of all kinds, especially have high evasion. The player has difficulty fighting his light ships, and the middle class one serves as pseudo-boss. Fortunately, the low weight class spideraa ships players players allows you to continue to win if the player's boat is well built.
Spideraa's thinking is clearly foreign to people, and perhaps other modern races, because they force embassies to a long search and several battles, and then refuse any gifts and agree unconditionally to help. Maybe they like the bloodshed too much, they didn't even mind having some casualness in the crew of the boats the player
faces. Warp animals and anomalies[edit ] source by possessing strange warp powers, these space whale-like creatures can and, indeed, do different kinds of things. Relatively common are warp whales, whose singing can yield a considerable amount of data and fate points, and warp hunters, whose players must fend off and still suffer at
least some damage to the ship. Precursors[| editing the source] They are not met in the face. In fact, it's no longer known if they exist in this galaxy. However, traces of their presence can be found in the form of warp doors, precursor robots and artifacts. It is best to assume that none of the player's technicians would do well if put directly
against the predecessor. Nevertheless, contact with precursor technology can be useful and often comes in the form of loans, repairs of ships and points of destiny. Benefits are bonuses that you can choose at the beginning of each ride, with the number and size of benefits a player can choose based on fate points collected during the
previous ride. Perks vary in avalaibility and effects, but in all benefits generally have a positive impact on how well you can perform. Destiny points[| editing source] Destiny points are a special resource that you can collect during a run. You can start any run with x always available destiny points. Depending on the sector you are starting
in: Sector 1: 31 Fate points Second sector: 32 Fate points third sector: 33 Fate points 4-10th sector: it is not possible to start a game. And have additional temporary fate points from various derivative actions from the previous ride. You get 1 destiny points by any fight won some events allow you to earn 1-2 destiny points. In general,
choices that would be appropriate for a wise race that cares about smaller beings earn points of destiny. For example, it is common to find yourself choosing between harvesting valuable resources or not touching the world in order to preserve the local ecosystem; That you're not greedy will earn you points of fate. You will also receive a
bonus for destiny points at the end of each sector, until you unlock any ship or Perk instead. In addition, for basic and earned destiny points, you get a bonus from various unlocked permanent benefits to complete different sectors. It is recommended to spend all the fate points you can, as it will only be discarded otherwise. Basic
benefits[edit |] The basic benefits are from the beginning of the zadar, for all boats. They add additional resources, crew or modules from which you start, some even Statistics. Basic Benefits List FP Cost Effect Notes 2 Additional Fuel 1+50 Fuel 2 Extra Extra +50 Organic Matter 1 Accelerated Tree Chillnut +30 Organic Matter 2 Various
Metals +150 Metals 2 Various Synthetics +125 Synthetics 2 Exotic Crystal From UrQuani-2 +1 Exotics 2 Data credits +100 credits 1 Package of grand-aunt +1 resource pack (OS) +12 organic waste values: 40 organic products, 40 synthetics 3 Medbay 202 +1 medbay module +10 organic +10 synthetic waste value : 10 organic, 30
metals, 60 synthetics, 4 exotics 4 Adventure +1 crew (well armed man) +40 credits Most skills randomly placed at 1-4, usually has mediocre weapons. 5 Scientist +1 crew (human scientist) +1 exotic +20 organic 6 science, 3-5 sensors, 4-5 warp, other skills on 1-3 3 Rat Chef +1 crew (Rat cook) +40 organic -1 exotic 5-6 gardening, several
other skills at 1-3, rats have only about 7 hp. 1 Complete oil check and change +1 ship max HP +10 synthetics 2 Tactical maneuvers update +1% evasion 3 Passive impact dampers +1% deflection 4 Tactical predictive upgrade +1% accuracy +1% evasion -100 credits 9 Elastic increases +4 for shipment HP -90 synthetics 2 Drone repair
bay +1 module for repairing drones Waste value: 10 organic, 50 metals, 50 synthetics, 1 exotics 1 Swear smallbot +1 drone +15 synthetics (spare parts) Drone is useless for all but tanking damage from hostile lodger. 4 hp, 2.0 speed 4 Fire speed (x2) +2 fire fighting drones 5 hp, 2 fire fighting, 1 handgun (uses liquid nitrogen), 1.6 speed 4
Repair &amp; gardening drone +1 gardening &amp; repair drone -30 credits 14 hp, 8 gardening, 2 repair, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used light welder), 1.0 speed 5 Gunnery drone 1+1 gun operator drone -50 credits 14 KS , 3 artillery, 1 repair, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used liquid nitrogen), 1.1 speed 7 DIY Tank +1 combat
drone -50 synthetic -120 metal 24 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 hand guns, gets randomly weak weapons, 0.9 speed 1 Lovers type cryosleep +1 cryosleep module for two -25 credits Waste value: 20 organic, 10 fuels, 40 synthetics 1 DIY garden +1 garden module -30 organic 1 gardening slot. Waste value: 33 organic, 70 synthetics, 1 exotics
2 Minigrowery +1 garden module -40 organic 2 garden slots. Waste value: 80 organic substances, 20 metals, 70 synthetics, 1 exotics 2 Improvised laboratory +1 DYI laboratory module +10 organic +10 explosives +1 exotic 2 scientific grooves. Waste value: 20 organic substances, 10 fuels, 10 metals, 20 synthetics, 10 explosives gives
more than the first exotic perk for the same price, and that does not calculate the value of the waste. 1 Spare warpdrive +1 DIY warpdrive +30 synthetic 55 fuel consumption. Waste value: 50 fuels, 40 synthetics, 1 exotics 1 Spare bridge +1 DIY bridge +30 synthetic bridge 1 person. Waste value: 10 fuels, metal, 40 synthetics, 10
explosives 2 Remaining parts +1 random DIY module -25 synthetics -25 metal 3 DIY backup reactor +1 DIY reactor module +30 fuel 5 Power. Waste value: 50 fuels, 50 metals, 50 synthetics, 10 10 1 exotics 5 Additional tank +1 metal / synthetic tank -100 credits 600 metals, 500 synthetic capacities. Waste value: 50 metals, 10 synthetics
2 DIY point-defense system +1 DIY point-defense system -50 synthetics Waste value: 100 metals, 80 synthetics, 1 exotics worst PD in the game, but better than not having it... 3 DIY spare weapons +1 random DIY weapons module -1 exotic -50 synthetics Basic durable benefits[edit |and source editing] Durable benefits are quite
expensive, too much for the effect they provide for a single ride. However, what makes tham different from most perks is that the effect they provide doesn't just last one ride and instead works permanently on all future tracks, without having to reinvest points in it. This allows for real lasting progression, as any ride with a decent amount of
fate points earned can result in more permanent benefits purchased. Basic durable benefits include FP Cost Name Effect 35 Blinded Subsections +3 to send HP 44 Targeting software upgrades +4% accuracy bonus to all weapons 45 Maneuvering jets augmentation +4% evasion 50 Armor augmentation +4% total ship-specific perks[edit ]
edit source] These benefits are unique in that they can't be purchased anywhere except on a particular ship. This often involves upgrading ship-specific weapons or initial modules or other features that the ship has as an initial advantage. All are unlocked from the beginning (you just need to use the boat for which they are) and are never
permanent. Tigerfish[edit | edit source] Tigerfish perks list FP Cost Name Effect Notes 12 Exotic raygun 1+1 DIY exotic raygun Uses 1 Exotics as ammunition. Waste value: 40 fuels, 150 metals, 150 synthetics, 4 Exotics 6 Industrial Laser Upgrade (x3) Improves the main marine lasers -40 synthetics Lasers are doubling, power
consumption 2-&gt;4, 1-&gt;2 amounts of beams per shot, slightly higher DPS (2/5sec vs. 4/9sec) 2 Tigerpaw nuke +1 capital projectile You can make them anyway on Tigerfish. Waste value: 40 fuel, 120 metals, 20 synthetics, 80 explosives 2 Improvised nuclear missile +1 random capital missile -20 fuel -50 metal -50 synthetics 7
Explosives Combinator DIY 2 fuel &amp; 3 synthetics -&gt; 2 explosives converter module -1 Exotics Waste value: 20 fuels, 60 metals, 60 synthetics, 1 exotics 1 Synthetic cooker 9000 2 organic matter -&gt; 1 synthetic converter module -25 credit Waste value: 1 organic, 20 fuels, 60 metals, 120 synthetics, 1 exotics 2 Shield generator
replacement Replaces shield generator -30 credit +1 hp, +1 Power consumption, -1 Shield, -1 second Billing, +1 Ship HP 3 Reactor Replacement Replaces Ship Reactor -30 Credit +1 Power, +2 HP Sensor Replacement 3 Mk1 replaces Mk1b sensor with Mk2 -50 credits +2 hp , +50 sector range , +1 Starmap range 8 Spider Tiger Drone
+1 industrial drone -100 credits 24 hp, 3 repair, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 hand guns (used heavy welder) Nuke Runner[edit | edit edit Nuke Runner perks list FP cost name effect notes 3 Sniper top upgrade improves ship sniper cannon -30 metal upgrades Sniper Cannon II to Sniper Cannon III cooling from 12 to 16, Project missiles +1 3
Combat laser upgrade Improves marine laser -30 synthetics -1 exotics +1 hp, +2 power consumption, cooling from 5 to 11, Beams from 1 to 2 (2 damages) 3 Gatling gun upgrade Improves ship gatling gun -25 Synthetic upgrades Nova gatling cannon , type I in automated gatling cannon, type II +1 hp, +1% Asteroid defense, cooling from
16 to 15, missiles +1 5 Nuke Arsenal x5 +5 Capital missiles Adds 5 random nukes. Very profitable given how expensive nukes are in the game!!! It takes a lot of storage. 2 Replacement shield generator Replaces shield generator -30 credit Upgrades Aegis shield generator (old) to Aegis shield generator +1 hp, +1 Power consumption, -1
Shield, -1 second charge speed, +1 Ship HP 3 Replacement reactor Replaces ship's reactor -30 credit Upgrade terran energy reactor (old) to Terran energy reactor +1 Power, +2 hp 3 Mk1 sensor replacement Replaces Mk1b sensor with Mk2 -50 credits Upgrade non-combat sensor Mk la to non-combat sensor Mk II + 2 HP , +50 sector
range, +1 Starmap range 1 Oil cake converter 1 fuel -&gt; 1 organic converter module +40 fuel waste value: 10 organic, 60 metals, 20 synthetics, 1 exotics 5 Best cadet +1 crew (human pilot) -50 credits 4-6 skills for bridge, sensors, shields, science and warp, everything else on 1-2 5 Light safety drone +1 safety drone -30 credits 11 hp ,
1.4 speed, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 hand weapons (used by Autopistol) 7 Tactical Security Drone +1 Military Drone -50 Credit 12 HP, 1.3 speed, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 hand guns (used assault rifle) 10 Heavy Sentinel +1 heavy combat drone -175 credits 25 hp, 1.8 speed, 1 fire extinguisher, 4 hand grenades (used Gatling cannon) scary
fighter! Fierce honesty[edit | edit source] Fierce privileges honesty list FP cost name effect notes 7 Unusual weapon set +1 Nanoshuriken sniper +1 Squid heatray gun -2 exotics They do little or no harm to ships. Strong vs. crew Waste value: 40 organic, 35 metals, 75 synthetics, 2 exotics 1 nanospore nuke (biotechnology) +1 capital
projectile (5 health) -1 exotics Only good against modules and crew in modest range. Good perk as given by 9 Exotics. Waste value: 100 organic, 80 synthetics, 10 exotics 3 Greentail nuke (biotechnology) +1 Anti-armor nuke (biotechnology) (8 health) Good nuke waste value: 20 fuels, 40 synthetics, 10 explosives 3 bait module (x3) +1
shield lure +1 lure capital rocket +1 weapon bait integrity module -150 credits Very good perk. You get a nuke and a shield battery. Everything can be more than 400 loans. +3 shield, 1 power consumption, +5 hp. Waste value: 120 metals, 20 synthetics 12 Live 3 nuclear damage. Waste value: 20 fuels, 100 metal +6 hp hardpoint. Waste
value: 120 metals, 20 20 2 Ancient module +1 random old module A module/weapon with old or ancient in its name. Some modules with normal names are also possible. I suggest you take it in the 1980s and hope for a weapon, that makes it a lot easier with this ship! 1 Warp Animal Skull +1 Artifact Waste Value: 50 Organic Substances,
2 Exotics 6 Jade Armor +1 Integrity Module +10 HP, +3% Asteroid Waste Value: 60 Organic, 120 metals, 60 synthetics, 1 exotics 10 Bluerock scales +1 integrity module +11 hp, +3% Asteroid defense Waste value: 200 metals, 2 exotics 1 Space pet (random species) +1 pet +15 organic pets can be melee fighters who consume food or
like a sususal cat. Looks like he's always a cat... 6 War animal, type Red Ripper +1 trained fighting animal -eats a lot during boat travel -166 credits Very severe damage from the crowd, but slow and eats a lot! A way to travel to cryo-like. Move it where you expect tenants because it's so slow. 18 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 manual wapona
(used Claws), 0.7 speeds, 30 food consumption Rogue Rat[edit ] Edit source] Rogue Rat perks sheet FP Cost Name Effect Notes 4 Incendiary cannon upgrade secondary cannon -20 synthetic upgrades Flammable cannon R1000 to flammable cannon R2000 Fires second missile. 6 Gatling upgrade cannons (x2) Upgrades of main guns -
40 synthetic upgrades of two Imperial Spitter A on Imperial Spitter B. Missiles increase from 4 to 5 for each cannon. 2 Flying boilers (x2) +2 capital bait projectiles you can make them on Rogue War anyway. Waste value: 10 fuels, 80 metals per nuke. 3 DIY firebomb nuke +1 capital projectile (4 health) -130 credits Anyway you can make
those on Rogue War. Waste value: 39 fuels, 10 metals, 40 synthetics, 20 explosives 4 Incendiary Nuclear War Empire +1 capital incendiary rocket -1 exotica -100 credits Imperial Incendiary Capital Missile, 4 hp, great crew damage and fire Waste value: 35 fuels, 40 synthetics, 10 explosives 4 Additional explosives II +75 explosives 7
Explosive combinatorial DIY Allows you to combine fuel and synthetics into explosives -1 exotics 2 Ancient module +1 random old module A module/weapon with old or ancient or degraded in its name. Some modules with normal names are possible. Weapons are also possible. 8 Cleaning jet tubes +4% evasion 4 Engine replacement
Replaces the ship's engine with new -1 exotic -1 fuel consumption, +6 evasions 8 Warrior princess duo +2 crew (insectoid warriors) -100 organic matter 10-20 food consumption, better than average statistics, high-handed weapons skills and good weapons. Pumpkin hammer[edit | edit source] Pumpkin hammer perks list FP Cost Name
Effect Notes 1 External fueltank, T-1 [weaponized] +1 barrel nuke (3 health) -25 credits Scrap value: 50 fuel, 50 metals, 5 explosives 3 The decomissioned nuke +1 Ancient nuke - 2 exotics good nuke. Waste value: 30 fuels, 80 metals, 20 synthetics, 40 explosives 4 Organic tank upgrade (x2) Improves two organic organic -50 credits Adds
100 capacity every 5 fuel tank upgrade Fuel tank upgrade -75 credit Adds only 50 capacity 2 Explosive merchandice +1 resource pack (50 explosives) Adds 60 explosives! 1 Organic merchandice +1 resource pack (100 organic) 1 DIY explosive combination enables the conversion of fuel and synthetics into explosives -1 exotics 5



Protective module (x2) +1 DIY shield generator +1 Shield battery DIY-8 -10 organic -10 synthetics -1 exotica Adds 16 shields and charging of 1/7 seconds. It uses 14 energies. Waste value: 120 metals, 40 synthetics, 1 exotic waste value: 20 fuel, 10 metals, 75 synthetics, 1 exotics 7 Additional shroomery +1 garden module -40 organic 3
persons garden. Waste value: 90 organic substances, 70 synthetics, 1 exotics 2 Maggot +1 combat able pet -50 credit Low HP makes him a bad fighter. 5 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (uses acid spray) 9 Queen warriors +1 crew (insectoid warriors) +1 exotics +30 metal 10-20 food consumption, high stats, skill weapons high hands
and good weapons. Atlas[edit source] Atlas perks sheet FP Cost Name Effect Notes 2 External fueltank, T-02 [weaponized] +1 capital missile -50 credits Waste value: 55 fuels, 100 metals, 10 explosives 5 Bridge upgrades Replaces the command bridge with better bridge Upgrades Command, type DUO-2 to Command bridge, type
TRIPLE-3. Three seats for the crew. 7 Mini-cultivation upgrade Replaces the life garden module with larger and better -70 organic minigrowery upgrades to accelerated greenhouse, type A crew slots. 4. 3 Laboratory upgrade Replaces the Upgrades Science lab labx3 in the Advanced Science Laboratory. 1 place for the crew, 2 credits /
100ru. 12 Fuel combination +1 sustainability module -199 fuel combination credits, grade I-A (old), 2 organic and 3 synthetics -&gt; 2 fuel Waste value: 10 fuel, 80 metals, 50 synthetics, 1 exotics 1 Space pet (random species) +1 pet +15 organic matter 5 Volunteer +1 crew (human volunteer) +15 organic +15 synthetics Almost without
skills, not very useful. 5 Light safety drone +1 safety drone -30 credits 11 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 handguns (used car gun) 7 Tactical safety drone +1 military drone -50 credits 12 hp, 1 firepower, 2 handguns (used assault rifle) 10 Heavy Sentinel +1 heavy combat drone -175 credits 25 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 4 hand guns (used gatling
cannon) Bluestar[edit | edit source] Bluestar perks sheet FP Cost Name Effect Notes 6 Mining lasers upgrade II&gt;III Improved damage and energy consumption for mining lasers -30 synthetics Upgrades three mining lasers II on mining laser III. 3 EMP Megablast 9000 +1 capital projectile Grants EMP 9000, 20 shield damage and 35
seconds EMP Waste value: 200 synthetics, 2 exotics 3 DIY nukes [armed +1 capital projectile -40 fuel Grant Improvised probe nuclear waste value: 20 fuels, 50 metals, 50 synthetics, 100 explosives 6 Sensor replacement replaces sensor better -50 -50 Upgrades non-combat sensor, type LR to non-combat sensor Mk II 3 bait module (x3)
+3 bait modules -150 credit grants weapon bait, shield battery, and nuke bait. All can be cancelled for 400 loans. +6 hp hardpoint. Waste value: 120 metals, 20 synthetics +4 shields, 2 energy consumption, +5 hp. Waste value: 120 metals, 20 synthetics 12 hp 3 nuclear damage. Waste value: 20 fuel, 100 metal 2 Shield generator
replacement Replaces shield generator -30 credit Upgrades Aegis shield generator [old] to Aegis shield generator 1 Space pet (random species) +1 pet +15 organic 3 Moleculaati +1 combat capable pet 13 hp, 4 handgun skills, uses Moleculoray that can handle collateral damage modules, 0.9 speed 3 DIY laboratory drone +1 drone +15
synthetics (spare parts) 12 hp , 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun, 3 sciences 2 Natural artifact (whitestone) +1 artifact at the beginning of the game, can be written off for resources Waste value: 80 metals, 4 exotics 5 Fuel tank upgrade fuel tank upgrade -75 credit Fuel tank upgrade (intermediate) to fuel tank (dual medium) Upgrade of only
50 capacity. Warpshell[edit | edit source] Warpshell perks sheet FP Cost Name Effect Notes 1 DIY shield breaker +1 capital projectile 5 hp, 12 shield damage Waste value: 10 fuel, 50 metals, 50 synthetics 7 External tissue enhancement +3% deflection -1 exotics -66 organic -50 synthetics 7 Good nutrition +3 to send HP -1 exotics -100
organic matter 6 Reactor replacement x2 Replaces 2 ship reactors -50 credit Upgrades 2 Terran energy reactor (old) to Terran energy reactor +1 power every 5 Tank Replacement Fuel &amp; Organics Replaces two tanks with better -60 credits Upgrade DIY Multi-container FO to MULTI-container FOO Increases capacity by 200 organic
and 50 fuels 1 Oil Cake Converter +1 converter module that can convert fuel into food. +40 fuel converts 2 fuels into 2 organic. Waste value: 10 organic substances, 60 metals, 20 synthetics, 1 exotic 4 ECM turret upgrades x2 Upgrades of both ECM domes -50 credit Upgrades both armored ECM turret I on armored ECM turret II
Increases energy consumption each by 2, avoiding for +1%, ship HP by +1 5 Light safety drone +1 safety drone -30 credits 11 hp, 1.4 speed, 1st, 2 hand weapons (used by Autopistol) 7 Tactical Security Drone +1 Military Drone -50 Credit 12 HP , 1.3 speed, 1 fire extinguisher, 2 hand guns (used assault rifle) 10 Heavy Sentinel +1 heavy
combat drone -175 credit 25 hp, 1.8 speed, 1 fire extinguisher, 4 hand guns (used Gatling cannon) Endurance[edit | edit source] The Endurance perks sheet FP Cost Name Effect Notes 6 Old dreadnought top +1 old dreadnought top -50 credits gives one ATK-top III (old) 4 Cannon deep cleaning x2 ship cannons x2 -25 synthetics upgrade
cannons from ATK-cannon I (old) to ATK cannon I 5 Prototype combustible nuke +1 capital projectile 4 Additional armor +2 to send HP +2% deflection -50 -50 -100 metal 5 Containers upgrade (x2) Improves fuel tank capacity and organic matter -90 credits Upgrading organic capacity from 400 to 450 and fuel capacity from 550 to 600. 4
Solid starfuel (x2) +2 fuel packs Two packs of self-fixed star meat, containing 50 fuels per piece. 1 Space pet (random species) +1 pet +15 organic matter 3 Moleculaati +1 combat-capable pet 13 hp, skill manual weapon 4, uses Moleculoray that can handle collateral damage modules, 0.9 speed 5 Volunteer +1 crew (human volunteer)
+15 organic +15 synthetics Almost without skills, not very useful. 3 DIY laboratory drone +1 drone +15 synthetics 12 hp, 3 sciences, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used liquid nitrogen), 1.0 speed 10 DIY army drone +10 DIY flamer drones -150 synthetics -100 metal 5-6 hp, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used flamer), speed 1.0-1.6, ten
drones total unlocked benefits[edit |and source editing] These benefits are unachievable from the beginning and must be unlocked before the player can select them. Currently, the only way to unlock them is to complete the sector, which will randomly award either a bonus for the points of fate or unlock one of the benefits for the sector
(unless the sector ship is not yet unlocked, in which case it will be unlocked instead). List of benefits that can unlock sector FP Effect costs Notes 6 2 Additional fuel II +35 fuel 1 1 Increased nutrition +30 organic matter 2 1 Biotech stays +40 organic +10 synthetics -10 credits 5 1 Dead animals +30 organic -5 credits 5 4 6 Donated insectoid
stays +60 organic matter 5 2 Tank -20 credit +88 metal 5 1 Broken street lamp +20 metal +30 synthetics -5 credits 4 3 Donated industrial waste +25 fuel +50 synthetics 4 3 Exotic container stays + 70 synthetics 5 3 Explosion sculpture +33 explosives 1 1 Exotic jewelry +1 exotics -75 credits 1 2 Exotic toy -50 credit +1 exotic +10
synthetics 4 2 Unofficial business (get credits I) -40 explosive +160 loans 3 4 Personal savings +120 loans 4 4 Organic business +4 organic packaging -100 credits 7 5 Solid starfuel (x3) +3 fuel packages -100 credits 5 2 Improvised medbay +1 medbay module Grants a DIY medbay , costs 12 organic substances per healed health. Waste
value: 10 organic substances, 20 metals, 50 synthetics, 3 exotics 2 5 Crew of the ship Marine +1 (human soldier) +5 explosives 5 handgun skills, 4 sciences, all other skills at 1-2, random decent missile or laser weapon 2 or 3 5 Beedroid engineer +1 crew (cyborg) 5 repair, 4 sciences, 1-3 fire extinguishing, all other skills at 1-2, have
melee weapons , 1.3 speed 1 9 Rat mercenaries (x3) -3 exotics +3 crew (war soldiers) Rats almost always focus on breeding, repair and sensors (~3). Always with (incorrect) weapon. 2 6 Astronomer Gitchanki +1 crew -120 metal -12 attributes 5 sensors, 5 hand weapons and 5 sciences, without other skills. More expensive, consumes
extra food, and not as good as the privilege of a human scientist. 9 7 Fire monk +1 boat crew monk) 3 firefights, 2-4 handguns, 4 sciences, one or two other skills at 2 or 3, randomly weak weapons. 5 8 The Grippy gunner +1 crew member (Grippy ex-soldier) +40 organic 5 artillery, 3-4 handguns, 3 sciences, other skills at 1-2. 2 9 Gor-Mor
gardener +1 crew (Gor-Mor gardener-philosopher) -1 exotics 6-7 gardening, 6 science, all other skills on 1. 7 13 Exotic marine armor +3% total deflection of the ship -175 credits -1 exotics 1 1 DIY firefighting drone +1 firefighting drone -25 sintetic 10 KS , 2 firefighting, 1 handgun (used liquid nitrogen), 1.0 speed 2 2 DIY guard drone +1
safety drone -40 synthetics 12 hp, 1 fire extinguishing, 2 hand guns (uses DIY laser rifle, can be accidental weapon) , 1.1 speed 3 3 DIY repair drone +1 repair drone -30 synthetics 12 hp, 2 repair, 1 fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used liquid nitrogen) , 1.0 speed 3 4 DIY artillery drone +1 gun operator drone -50 synthetics 12 hp, 2 artillery, 1
fire extinguisher, 1 handgun (used liquid nitrogen), 1.0 speed 3 1 Natural artifact at the beginning of the game can be written off for additional resources Grants random natural artifact. 2 1 The saved artifact +1 artifact at the beginning of the game can be written off for additional resources Grants random technological artifact. 6 2 Dead
worm +1 artifact module, can be written off for resources +25 organic waste values: 100 organic, 2 exotics, 20 credits 1 2 Ancient data core +1 artifact module -25 loan Waste value: 25 metals, 50 synthetics, 80 credits 6 1 DIY cryosleep under +1 cryosleep module for one +40 synthetics Waste value: 30 organic substances, 10 metals, 10
synthetics 3 1 Cryodream recorder +1 cryodream recorder (generates credits) +33 organic value Waste : 30 organic substances, 30 metals, 30 synthetics 7 1 DIY backup sensor +1 safety sensor module +30 synthetics Waste value: 10 metals, 50 synthetics, 1 exotics 1 4 reactors without propulsion (x2) +2 reactors -40 credits Assigned
improvised energy reactor I and improvised energy reactor II, +4 and +7 power. First reactor waste value: 30 fuels, 40 metals, 30 synthetics, 30 explosives, 1 exoticas Second reactor waste value: 60 fuels, 80 metals, 20 synthetics, 40 explosives, 1 exotics 1 3 ECMs (x3) +3 ECM modules -60 organic matter 3 DIY ECM domes Waste
value for each of them: 20 metals, 10 synthetics, 1 exotics 3 2 DIY integrity hardpoint +1 integrity module -50 metal DIY module integrity , +6 ship HP Waste value: 150 metals 4 3 INTEGRITY SCALES +1 integrity module -70 metal DIY integrity scales, +8 ship HP Waste value: 120 metals, 40 synthetics 8 20 Spideraa integrity tech +1
integrity module -4 exotics -200 organics Adds +13 ship HP, +11% asteroid defense Waste value: 170 organic, 3 exotics, 40 credits 8 7 Exotic multikontainer +1 very Container Assigns Exotic Multi-Container EOME Waste Value : 80 Organic Substances, 40 Metals, 40 Synthetics, 1 Exotics 1 3 Unofficial Deal (War Weapons) +1 +1
Module (Rat Empire) -2 exotics gives random weapons war empire. 5 24 Exotic raygun II+1 DIY Exotic Dual Raygun -100 Fuel Gives DIY exotic dual ray projector Waste value: 50 fuel, 250 metals, 300 synthetics, 8 exotics Unlocked durable benefits[edit | edit source] These benefits are from the beginning unsovable and must be unlocked
before the player can choose them. Currently, the only way to unlock them is to complete the sector, which will randomly award either a bonus for the points of fate or unlock one of the benefits for the sector (unless the sector ship is not yet unlocked, in which case it will be unlocked instead). Enduring benefits are quite expensive, too
much for the effect they provide for a single ride. However, what makes tham different from most perks is that the effect they provide doesn't just last one ride and instead works permanently on all future tracks, without having to reinvest points in it. This allows for real lasting progression, as any ride with a decent amount of fate points
earned can result in more permanent benefits purchased. Unlock permanent perks list Sector FP name costs Effect 8 75 Scientific data on Spideraa +75 credits 1 1 Happy coincidence +1 permanent FP 2 3 Luck +2 permanent FP 3 5 Causal chain reaction +3 perpetual FP 4 7 Seeds of generosity +2 3 Luck +2 permanent FP 3 5 Causal
chain reaction +3 perpetual FP 4 7 Seed generosity +2 3 Luck +2 steady FP 3 5 Causal chain reaction +3 perpetual FP 4 7 Seed generosity +2 3 Luck +2 steady FP 3 5 Causal chain reaction +3 perpetual FP 4 7 Seed generosity +2 3 Luck +2 steady FP 3 5 Causal chain reaction +3 perpetual FP 4 7 Seed generosity +2 3 Luck +2 steady
FP 3 5 Causal chain reaction +3 4 permanent FP 5 14 Friend of truth +5 permanent FP 6 28 Focused one +6 permanent FP 7 29 Masterful existing +7 permanent FP 8 33 Big Mir +8 permanent FP 9 44 Optimal +9 permanent FP 10 55 Taste of Victory +10 Permanent FP FP
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